Description

Updating metrics to include the next release. The pattern needs to be updated. Previous pattern was
```
tumbleweed\$/';
```

New pattern is
```
tumbleweed\$/';
```
basically the |15.[0-2]| code needs to be updated.

Additional things needed for metrics.o.o to update is:
Submit Request for openSUSE:Factory is needed (last updated SR [https://build.opensuse.org/request/show/849363](https://build.opensuse.org/request/show/849363))
Updated package in openSUSE:Leap:15.2:Update is needed.

History

#1 - 2020-11-19 12:07 - ddemaio
- Description updated

#2 - 2021-03-15 09:34 - ddemaio
- Status changed from Workable to In Progress

Resources are expected to be put toward metrics.o.o to tracking numbers based on releases. Need for a person help.